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Luce’s Choice Axiom

1. Context and Notation

Luce’s Choice Axiom (hereafter LCA) is a quantitative
hypothesis about choice behavior first proposed and
analysed by Luce (1959). It envisions a setting in which
an individual makes repeated choices from a set A
containing N alternatives: A� (a

�
, a

�
, …, a

N
) (e.g., N

restaurants). Sometimes all N alternatives are avail-
able for selection (all the restaurants are open); on
other occasions only subsets of A are available (some
restaurants are closed). On each occasion exactly one
alternative is chosen. Choice is assumed to be prob-
abilistic: faced with the same set of alternatives on
different occasions, the individual may make different
choices.P(i; S) denotes the probability that a

i
is chosen

when the set of available alternatives is S; e.g., P(1; A)
is the probability that a

�
is chosen when all N

alternatives are available, and if S��a
�
, a

�
, a

�
�,

P(1; S) is the probability that a
�
is chosen when only

a
�
, a

�
, and a

�
are available. The special case of 2-

alternative choice (known as ‘paired comparison’)
arises often and has its own notation: P(i, j) is the
probability of choosing a

i
when the available set is

�a
i
, a

j
�.

In this context it is natural to wonder about
relationships between choice probabilities for different
sets of available alternatives. For example, suppose
the full-set probabilities P(i; A) are known for all i�
1, …, N. Can those probabilities be used to predict the
paired comparison probabilities P(i, j )? Alternatively,
can the paired comparison probabilities be used to
predict the full-set probabilities? LCA allows one to
do both things and more—provided, of course, it is
empirically valid for the situation under investigation.

2. The Axiom

LCA has two parts. Part 1 is the heart of the matter: it
relates the choice probabilities for subsets of A to
those for A itself. Part 2 is a housekeeping assumption
whose effect is to make all the relevant choice
probabilities nonzero. (‘P(S; A)’ below is the prob-
ability that when the whole set A is available, the
alternative chosen belongs to subset S, i.e., P(S; A)�
�

a
i
�S

P(i; A). ‘S��a
i
�’ is the set S with a

i
deleted from

it.)
(a) Part 1. If P(i, j)� 0 for all a

i
, a

j
�A, i� j, then

for all S�A and every a
j
�S

P(i; A)�P(i; S)P(S; A) (1)

(b) Part 2. If P(i, j)� 0 for some pair a
i
, a

j
in A, then

for all S�A

P(S; A)�P(S � �a
i
�; A � �a

i
�) (2)

Note that S��a
i
� in Eqn. (2) implies P(i; A)� 0. The

intuition here is that if restaurant i is never chosen in a
paired comparison with restaurant j, it will remain
unchosen when more restaurants are added to the
available set. In Part 1, the assumption P(i, j)� 0,
combined with Eqn. 1, implies P(i; A)� 0 for all i.
Consequently P(S; A) is nonzero, so Eqn. (1) can be
rewritten as

P(i; S)�
P(i; A)

P(S; A)
(3)

The right side of Eqn. (3) is the conditional probability
that a

i
is chosen from A, given that the choice from A

is some member of S. Thus, Part 1 asserts that when
the choice alternatives are restricted to any subset S,
the probability of choosing a

i
from S equals the

conditional probability that a
i
is chosen when the full

set A is available, given that the choice from A belongs
to S. Note that this is an empirical hypothesis, not a
theorem of probability theory.
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3. Implications

First and foremost, LCA implies that there is a
function � (a ‘scale’) mapping the N alternatives in A
on to N non-negative real numbers �(a

�
), …, �(a

N
),

with the following useful property: for all a
i
�S�A

P(i; S)�
�(a

i
)

�
a
j
�S

�(a
j
)

(4)

Clearly, from Eqn. (3), �(a
i
)�P(i; A) guarantees one

such scale, but infinitely many more can be created by
multiplying the P(i; A) values by any positive constant
(i.e., Eqn. (4) remains true if one substitutes ��(a

i
)�

c�(a
i
) for any c� 0). Thus � is a ratio scale: its values

for a given set of alternatives are unique only up to
multiplication by a positive constant.

From Eqn. (4) it follows that for all a
i
, a

j

P(i; S)

P( j; S)
�

�(a
i
)

�(a
j
)
�

P(i; A)

P( j; A)
(5)

(This is called the ‘constant ratio rule’.) In particular

P(i, j)

P( j, i)
�

P(i; A)

P( j; A)
(6)

Thus, when LCA holds, the paired comparison proba-
bilities P(i, j) can be predicted from the full set
probabilities P(i;A). Moreover P(i;A) from Eqns. (4)
and (6)

P(i; A)�
1

�
a
j
�A

�(a
j
)��(a

i
)

�
1

�
a
j
�A

P( j, i)�P(i, j)

(7)

so the full-set choice probabilities can be predicted
from the paired comparison probabilities.

Finally, for any triple of indices i, j, k

P(i, k)

P(k, i)
�

�(a
j
)

�(a
k
)
�

�(a
i
)

�(a
j
)

�(a
j
)

�(a
k
)
�

P(i, j)

P( j, i)

P(j, k)

P(k, j)
(8)

Thus, if any two paired comparison probabilities
P(i, j), P( j, k) are known, P(i, k) can be predicted.
(This is known as the ‘product rule’.) Eqns (6), (7), and
(8) all provide ways to test LCA experimentally.

4. Validity

LCA has been tested in both real experiments and
thought experiments (Luce 1977). A famous early
thought experiment (Debreu 1960) shows that LCA is

certainly not universally valid. Consider a choice set
consisting of a red mug of coffee (RC), a blue mug of
the same coffee (BC), and a green mug of tea (GT).
One can readily imagine a person who is equally fond
of coffee and tea, and indifferent as to color. In this
case we expect that in pairwise choices P(RC, BC)�
P(RC, GT)�P(BC, GT)� 1�2. Then LCA implies
�(RC)� �(BC)� �(GT), so in a choice with all three
alternatives available, each alternative should be
chosen with probability 1�3. But intuitively it is much
more plausible that the probability of choosing GT
will be 1�2, or very near, on the grounds that the
fundamental decision is whether to have coffee or tea,
and mug color is irrelevant.

Debreu’s thought experiment makes it easy to
design real experiments in which LCA will fail, and
investigators have done so. However, it is pointless to
carry out many such exercises. LCA is arguably the
simplest possible relationship between choice proba-
bilities for subsets of a master set of alternatives, and
when it is empirically valid, it is extremely useful. The
real issue is not its universal validity, but whether there
are nontrivial contextswhereLCA is valid for practical
purposes. And indeed there are; Luce’s (1977) review
describes several. (In testing whether LCA holds
empirically it is important to be aware that because of
potential individual differences in �-scale values, every
member of a group can satisfy LCA individually and
the axiom may still appear to fail when tested against
group-average data; Luce 1959.)

5. Relationship to Thurstone’s Theory and the
Double Exponential Probability Distribution

L. L. Thurstone’s (1994) ‘Law of Comparative Judg-
ment’ is an important early theory of choice behavior
covering the same ground as LCA. Here, the alterna-
tives are thought of as having numerical values
(‘utilities’) that vary randomly from one choice occa-
sion to another. If the utilities of alternatives a

�
, …, a

N

are the random variables U
�
, …, U

N
, the probability of

choosing a
i
from any set S is the probability that U

i
is

currently the largest of the random variables �U
j
:

a
j
�S�. (Theories of this sort are known as random

utility models; see Decision and Choice: Random Utility
Models of Choice and Response Time.) Thurstone
assumed that utilities are normally distributed, and
applications have generally assumed that these normal
U

i
s are independent and identically distributed except

for their means. Then U
i
can be written as u

i
�X

i
,

where u
i
is a real constant (the expected utility of a

i
),

and X
i
is a normal random variable with mean zero

and variance one; X
i
and X

j
are independent for all

i� j. The empirical validity of this theory can be
compared to that of LCA using its predictions for
paired comparisons vs. those implied by LCA’s prod-
uct rule (Eqn. (8)). When that is done the predictions
of the two theories prove to be numerically nearly
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identical. This near-identity is explained by E. Holman
and A. J. Marley’s discovery (cited in Luce and Suppes
1965) that LCA is equivalent to (makes exactly the
same predictions as) a Thurstone model in which the
independent normal random variables X

i
are replaced

by independent random variables that have a double
exponential probability distribution:

P(X
i
�x)� exp(�exp(�x)) for ���x��

(9)

For paired comparisons, the choice probabilities of
any independent Thurstone model depend entirely on
the probability distribution of the difference random
variables X

i
�X

j
(i� j). For Thurstone’s normal

model those differences are normally distributed, while
for LCA (i.e., the double exponential Thurstone
model) they have a logistic distribution:

P(X
i
�X

j
�x)� 1�(1�exp (�x)).

That distribution is numerically very nearly normal, so
the pair comparison predictions of LCA and Thur-
stone’s model are understandably nearly identical.

A general family of independent Thurstone models
can be formed by allowing the X

i
random variables to

have various distributions besides the normal and
double exponential. It can be shown that within this
family, only the double exponential model is equi-
valent to LCA for choice sets with N� 3 (Yellott
1977, McFadden 1974). That distribution is distin-
guished in probability theory as one of three forms
that can be limit distributions of the maxima (suitably
normalized) of sequences of independent random
variables (Gumbel 1958). That property in turn can be
used to show that LCA is unique in an interesting way.
Consider a thought experiment in which there are
three basic alternatives—say, the beverages coffee, tea,
and milk. On each choice occasion the set of available
alternatives consists of n identical cups of coffee, n
cups of tea, and n glasses of milk. Intuition suggests
that the probability of choosing coffee (i.e., any one of
the n identical cups) should be independent of n for all
n, no matter how large. Within the family of inde-
pendent Thurstone models, only the double ex-
ponential model has that property (Yellott 1977).

6. Relationship to T�ersky’s Theory of ‘Choice by
Elimination’

This theory (Tversky 1972) was designed to handle
Debreu’s counterexample and others like it, doing so
in the spirit of LCA (to which it reduces in special
cases). Here, the choice alternatives are regarded as
sets of attributes or ‘aspects.’ For example, in Debreu’s

counterexample, RC has the aspects ‘coffee’ and ‘red,’
GT has aspects ‘tea’ and ‘green,’ etc. Each aspect has
a weight w—a nonnegative real number, e.g., w(red)�
1, w(tea)� 0.5, etc. Choice involves a series of stages.
At each stage the individual selects one aspect from the
set of all aspects belonging to the available alternatives
(ignoring aspects shared by every alternative), and
eliminates from further consideration every alternative
that does not possess that aspect. The probability of
selecting a given aspect is equal to its weight divided by
the sum of the weights of all the aspects present in the
alternatives still available, omitting aspects that are
shared by every alternative. (Thus aspect selection
obeys LCA, with the weights as �-scale values. If the
alternatives have no aspects in common, choice is a
one-stage process that obeys LCA exactly.) The
process of aspect selection and elimination continues
until only one alternative remains.

To apply this model to Debreu’s counterexample,
let w(r), w(b), w(g) be the weights of the colors, and
w(c), w(t) the weights of coffee and tea. Assuming w(r)
�w(b)�w(g), and w(c)�w(t), one easily derives
P(RC, BC)�P(RC, GT)�P(BC, GT)� 1�2, and

P(GT;�RC, BC, GT�)�
1

2�
w(g)�w(t)

1�w(g)�w(t)

(10)

Then Debreu’s prediction that P(GT; �RC, BC, GT�)
should be near 1�2 can be obtained by making the
color weights much smaller than the beverage weights,
i.e., w(g)�w(t)	 0.

7. LCA in Economics

Applications of LCA in econometrics (where it is
known as the Multinomial Logit model) were pion-
eered by McFadden (1974), who developed a widely
applied extension of LCA called the Generalized
Extreme Value model (McFadden 1981).

8. LCA and Ranking

An individual’s preferences among a set of alternatives
can be expressed by rank-ordering them instead of
choosing a single one (see also Ranking Models,
Mathematics of ). Rankings can be made in a forward
direction (‘best,’ ‘next best,’ etc.) or a backward
direction (‘worst,’‘next worst’ …). Luce (1959) sug-
gested extending LCA to ranking via a model in which
ranking is accomplished by a sequence of covert
choices. In forward-ranking the most preferred alter-
native in the available set is chosen and ranked first,
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then a second choice is made from the remaining
alternatives (with choice probabilities that obey LCA)
and ranked second, and so on until all the alternatives
have been rank-ordered. In backward-ranking a least-
preferred alternative is selected first and ranked worst,
then a second-worst choice is made from the remaining
alternatives, etc., again with the choice probabilities
obeying LCA. Intuitively this model seems quite
plausible, but surprisingly it proves to be mathe-
matically incompatible with the equally plausible idea
that when a person ranks the same alternatives from
best to worst, and also from worst to best, rankings
expressing the same preference ordering should occur
with the same probability (Luce 1959). From a
Thurstone model perspective, this unexpected inco-
mpatibility stems from the asymmetry of the double
exponential probability density function. Other
(though not all) independent Thurstone models based
on asymmetric densities share the same property
(Yellott 1997).

See also: Bayesian Theory: History of Applications;
Bounded and Costly Rationality; Decision and
Choice: Economic Psychology; Decision and Choice:
Paradoxes of Choice; Decision and Choice: Random
Utility Models of Choice and Response Time; Heu-
ristics for Decision and Choice; Sequential Decision
Making
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Luhmann, Niklas (1927–98)

Niklas Luhmann was born on December 8, 1927, in
Lu� neburg as the son of a brewer. His mother came
from a family related to the Swiss hotel industry. At
the end of World War II Luhmann was conscripted to
the air defense for a short time. After the war he
studied law at Freiburg (1946–9), became an assistant
to a local lawyer, and from 1952 to 1962 worked as a
public servant in the regional administration of Nie-
dersachsen. In these years Luhmann was an official
who after his office hours read lyrics and theory,
especially Edmund Husserl and Talcott Parsons.
There are two early publications of his in the journal
Verwaltungsarchi� from 1958 and 1960, but a break in
his career came with Luhmann gaining a leave in
1960�61 to study at Harvard with Talcott Parsons.
After Harvard Luhmann changed, now as a re-
searcher, to the Verwaltungshochschule Speyer, an
institution for the continuing education of admini-
strators. Luhmann’s early writings were noted by the
then very influential German sociologist Helmuth
Schelsky at Mu� nster who persuaded Luhmann, who
had no academic degrees, to acquire a doctoral degree
and a Habilitation at Mu� nster in 1966. He became
head of a new division Sociological Theory and
Sociology of Law at the Sozialforschungsstelle Dort-
mund, affiliated with Mu� nster, from 1966 to 1968. In
1968 he became the first professor of the newly
established University of Bielefeld. He stayed there
until his retirement in 1993 and continued this re-
lationship until his death on November 6, 1998, in
Oerlinghausen.

1. Theory of Social Systems

From its beginnings in the early 1960s Luhmann called
his contribution to sociological theory systems theory
(Luhmann 1970). Another early self-designation was
functional-structural theory, an obvious opposition to
Talcott Parsons’s structural-functionalism by which
Luhmann intended to say that in his writings the
concept of function takes a more strategic role than in
Parsons. Social reality is thought to consist in problem
solutions; the identification of the problem a specific
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